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• The FLC Service Awards recognize individuals involved in technology transfer activities who have provided noteworthy support to the technology transfer process, furthering the mission of the FLC.

• Three categories of Service Awards are presented, including:
  – Harold Metcalf Award
  – Representative of the Year Award
  – Outstanding Service Award
Harold Metcalf Award Criteria
Harold Metcalf Award - Criteria

• Recognizes an FLC laboratory employee who has provided sustained significant service to the FLC as an organization.

• Highest possible score is 100 points. Maximum word count is 1,200 words.
  1. Nominee must be an FLC Member Laboratory employee. Describe how technology transfer relates to the Member Laboratory’s purpose. [10 points/150 words]
  2. Specifically identify and describe the exemplary and sustained individual service of the nominee to the FLC. [55 points/600 words]
  3. Describe the nominee’s general involvement in and support of FLC including FLC positions, membership on FLC committees and other FLC recognitions received. [35 points/450 words]
Representative of the Year Award Criteria
Representative of the Year Award - Criteria

- Presented to the FLC Representative who has made the most significant contribution to the FLC in the past three years.

- Highest possible score is 100 points. Maximum word count is 1,300 words.
  1. Identify Nominee who must be an FLC Laboratory or Agency Representative or Alternate. Describe how technology transfer relates to the Laboratory or Agency purpose. [10 points/150 words]
  2. Describe how the nominee has participated in technology transfer activities applicable to other FLC Member Laboratories. [20 points/350 words]
  3. Describe how during the last three years, the nominee participated in activities for outreach to a new group in the FLC user communities (user communities, include but are not limited to, industry, academia, state and local governments, and federal laboratories). [30 points/350 words]
  4. Describe how the nominee demonstrated outstanding FLC regional leadership or participated in other appropriate FLC-related activities during the last three years. Include nominee’s role in support of the FLC, including FLC positions, membership on FLC committees and other FLC recognitions received. [40 points/450 words]
Outstanding Service Award Criteria
Outstanding Service Award - Criteria

- Honors an individual or group who is not an FLC laboratory employee for a notable contribution to the FLC in terms of sustained support and/or service.

- Highest possible score is 100 points. Maximum word count is 1,200 words.
  1. Identify Nominee, and their affiliation with FLC. Nominee may not be an FLC Member Laboratory or Parent Federal Agency employee. Describe how Technology Transfer relates to Nominee and their organization. [10 points/150 words]

  2. Specifically identify and describe how the nominee has provided sustained support/service to the FLC as an organization. [55 points/600 words]

  3. Describe the nominee’s involvement in the FLC including FLC positions, membership on FLC committees and other FLC recognitions received. [35 points/450 words]